CSafe is the only global provider of a full-line of cold chain solutions and produces one of the largest ranges of temperature-sensitive passive packaging. We will work closely with you to determine your specific requirements and provide the right solution to ensure that we deliver the performance and value that you require. All AcuTemp solutions are tested and designed to meet industry requirements and we have a wide assortment of standard qualified shippers available.

AcuTemp has over 20 years experience in providing high-quality and efficient VIP packaging offering designs with VIP performance at pricing less than polyurethane (PUR).

Temperature:
- Controlled ambient/room temperatures
- 2-8°C
- Frozen

Payload range
From: 0.9 liters
52.9 cubic inches
To: 46.9 liters
2,859.8 cubic inches

Duration
From: 36 hours
To: 240 hours

CSafe is synonymous with quality and, being the largest global provider of a full-line of cold chain products, we design solutions to meet all your temperature-sensitive active and passive transportation needs.

The AcuTemp brand delivers performance and reliability and is designed to meet customer specific temperature, duration and payload criteria. Our design engineers are dedicated temperature-sensitive shipping experts who will profile your needs and requirements and recommend the solution that meets your demanding cold chain challenges at the lowest cost available.

CSafe is one of the largest global producers of Vacuum Insulation Panels (VIP). Our packaging solutions are engineered around the superior thermal attributes of ThermoCor® high-performance VIP and designed and tested to maintain their specific temperature range and duration. ThermoCor® has up to eleven times greater thermal efficiency than an inch of standard foam insulation and is available only from CSafe Global.
Fit for purpose

CSafe has significant experience designing, engineering and manufacturing cold chain packaging solutions that enable life-saving products to reach their final destination in optimum condition. From point-of-manufacture to point-of-use, CSafe has a solution for the purpose. We are the most experienced company acting in this specialized field and our continuous innovation and dedication to improvement also seals our position as a leading provider of total solutions to the Life Sciences logistics market.

We take pride in the investment CSafe makes in new product development to ensure we exceed the increasing demands of the pharmaceutical and Life Sciences industry.

As a result of our innovation, we can now offer the performance of VIP at lower pricing than PUR and comparable or less than many EPS solutions. This state-of-the-art concept continues to utilize the superior thermal attributes of CSafe’s exclusive ThermoCor® VIP combined with a protective buffer. The combination of packaging components also creates a multi-fold design that allows greater flexibility in assembly and shipping.

Certification

CSafe is committed to quality. To ensure the efficacy of product, functionality and durability of our systems, our testing laboratory is ISTA certified and all our products are tested to meet industry standards and/or specific customer protocols. Our engineering expertise and years of experience using these testing processes ensure that you can be confident that your temperature-management packaging meets certification requirements.

Advantages of Acutemp’s passive packaging solutions:

- Reduced costs:
  - Reduced box size and weight for lower shipping costs
  - Lower incoming freight and warehouse storage requirements prior to pack out
- Highly-efficient insulation design requires fewer coolant packs, reducing associated storage and handling costs
- Greater hold times – less expensive shipping methods can be used
- REPAQ® requalification option
- Designs that ship at actual weight rather than dimensional weight
- Easy pack-out design reduces time-wasting/costly operator errors

Peace of Mind®

Whatever your Cold Chain packaging requirements are, CSafe has a solution. When you need Peace of Mind® that your temperature-sensitive products will reach their destination at the Right Temperature®, choose CSafe Global’s brands - CSafe and AcuTemp.
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